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PROFILE 
 

Adex Mining Inc., with headquarters in Toronto, Ontario, is engaged in the 

exploration and development of its Mount Pleasant mineral property in New 

Brunswick, specifically the tin-indium-zinc project (North Zone) and the 

tungsten-molybdenum-bismuth project (Fire Tower Zone (FTZ)). The company 

plans to bring its FTZ mine into production in 2015. 

 

RECOMMENDATION 
 

We continue to recommend Adex Mining shares to risk-tolerant investors as a 

Speculative Buy with a Target Price of $0.80 per share. To achieve our 

objective, not only does the market for junior miners need to improve and come 

back into favour, but also Adex will need to present a favourable updated NI 43-

101 resource estimate and a feasibility study for the Fire Tower Zone. 

 

COVERAGE 
 

eResearch initiated research coverage on Adex Mining three years ago, in 

February 2009. After a period of transition for the Company, we completed a 

major Update Report in March 2011, and we will be issuing another Update 

Report after analysis of the updated NI 43-101 resource estimate for the North 

Zone that has just been reported (see page 2).   
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THE MOUNT PLEASANT PROJECT 
 

Adex acquired 100% of the Mount Pleasant property in 1995. It is a multi-metal project, host to promising 

tungsten-molybdenum and tin-indium-zinc mineralization. The property hosts 102 contiguous mining claims 

covering an area of 1,600 hectares. The Company holds surface rights on 405 hectares at Mount Pleasant, 

including the structures of the formerly-producing Mount Pleasant Mine. In the past, capex of over $150 million 

had been spent on the property, where nearly one million tonnes of tungsten-molybdenum ore were milled in 

1983-1985.  

 

The two main zones at the Mount Pleasant property are: 

(1) The North Zone (NZ), bearing tin-indium-zinc; and  

(2) The Fire Tower Zone (FTZ), bearing tungsten and molybdenum. 

 

See Mount Pleasant maps on page 4. 
 

MOUNT PLEASANT UPDATE 
 

1. New North Zone NI 43-101 Mineral Resource Estimate  
 

On March 1, 2012, Adex reported an updated NI 43-101 mineral resource estimate for the North Zone of Mount 

Pleasant. 

 

The updated estimate includes 12,400,000 Indicated tonnes averaging 0.38% tin  (Sn), 0.86% zinc (Zn), and 64 

parts per million (ppm) indium (In). This represents a 14% increase in Indicated tonnes, using a cut-off grade 64% 

higher than in the 2009 resource estimate. 
 

Contained metal in the Indicated category within the new estimate is 47,000,000 kilograms of Sn, 107,000,000 kg 

of zinc, and 789,000 kg of In. When compared to the 2009 resource estimate, contained Sn is about the same, but 

contained Zn and In have increased, respectively, by 34,000,000 kg and 100,000 kg. 
 

The updated resource estimate also includes 2,800,000 Inferred tonnes averaging 0.30% Sn, 1.13% Zn, and 70 

ppm In. Contained Inferred metal is 8,600,000 kg Sn, 32,000,000 kg Zn, and 198,000 kg In. 

 

Table 1: North Zone Mineral Resources 
 

 
 

 

Table 2: North Zone Contained Metal 
 

 
 
Source: Company 
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COMMENT: Adex Mining is making progress at the North Zone in terms of better understanding of the 

metallurgy of its resource and upgrading the resource. The most significant achievement of the updated resource 

estimate is the upgrade of a portion of the previously Inferred tonnes into the Indicated category .  

 

2. New Strategy for Mount Pleasant 
 

On February 16, 2012, Adex published an updated development plan for the Mount Pleasant property. The 

Company has taken the decision to focus on the FTZ and to have it be the first to reach production, in early 2015.  

 

The high-grade tungsten-molybdenum-bismuth (WO3-MoS2-Bi) mineralization in the Saddle Zone, found during 

the fall 2011 drilling campaign, showed the potential for a significantly longer life of the mine at the FTZ. This, 

combined with strong tungsten markets, indicates that the financials from Adex’s Scoping Study could be 

improved. 

 

Adex has begun metallurgical feasibility testing, required to re-start production. The testing is scheduled for 

completion in Q3/2012. 

 

COMMENT: The decision to move forward with the FTZ development is based on a better understanding of the 

FTZ’s geology and metallurgy, as well as on the strength of the price of tungsten, which has increased by more 

than 70% in the last two years. 

 

3. Drilling Results From North Zone and Saddle Zone  
 

At the end of January 2012, Adex announced results from the 2011 diamond drilling program (17 holes, 7,000 

metres) at the Mount Pleasant property. At both the North Zone and the Saddle Zone, the Company discovered 

new high-grade intercepts containing tungsten (WO3), molybdenum (MoS2) and bismuth (Bi). 

 

The NZ results extend known WO3/MoS2/Bi mineralized bodies to the east and southeast. The grades are 

comparable to the FTZ grades, one kilometre south. At the Saddle Zone, the high-grade intervals could be 

continuous with similar mineralization at the adjacent FTZ. 

 

Highlights of the Drilling Results 
 

North Zone 
Hole AM-11-04: 30 metres of 0.47% WO3, 0.28% MoS2,  and 0.21% Bi 
Hole AM-11-14:  30 metres of 0.26% WO3, 0.45% MoS2, and 0.12% Bi 

 

Saddle Zone 
Hole AM-11-17a: 30 metres of 0.40% WO3, 0.19% MoS2, and 0.20% Bi. 

 

The results are being incorporated into Adex’s GEMCOM database, for the revision and upgrading of the NI 43-

101 resource estimate and deposit model for the mineralized bodies. Follow-up drilling is scheduled for the North 

Zone and Saddle Zone in 2012.  

 

COMMENT: The drilling results showed that the WO3/MoS2/Bi resource of the FTZ may be complemented by 
the North Zone and Saddle Zone’s mineralization. It is possible that the Company will be able to access this 

mineralization underground from the FTZ mine, which it plans to bring to production in 2015. Within its new 
strategy, which focuses on the FTZ, Adex Mining is planning to amalgamate the WO3/MoS2/Bi mineralization of 

the NZ and Saddle Zone with the FTZ’s mineralization. We expect that this new bigger WO3/MoS2/Bi 

mineralization will become a basis for the updated NI 43-101 resource estimate and a feasibility study for the 

FTZ. We believe that the Company is well financed to obtain these studies in 2012. 
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Map 1: Location of the Mount Pleasant Property, New Brunswick 
 

 
Source: Company 

 

Map 2: Composition and Geology of the Mount Pleasant Property 
 

 
Source: Company 
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RATINGS HISTORY 
 

 
 

 

 

For further information on Adex Mining Inc., see eResearch’s March 4, 2011 Update Report and 

subsequent Perspectives at the following link: http://www.eresearch.ca/profile.asp?companyID=484. 

 

 

eResearch Corporation 
eResearch was established in 2000 as Canada's first equity issuer-sponsored research organization. Our various 

research packages allow corporate management to choose the form of research coverage that best meets their 

company’s needs. 

 

We are a primary source for professional investment research, focused primarily on small- and mid-cap 

companies. Our research and analysis is of institutional quality, and has the potential to reach millions of global 

investors through our extensive electronic distribution network. 

 

 

NOTE: eResearch reports on Adex Mining Inc. and other companies are available FREE on our website at 

www.eresearch.ca. You must register to access these reports. 

 

 

 

http://www.eresearch.ca/profile.asp?companyID=484.
http://www.eresearch.ca/
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ANALYST CERTIFICATION 
 

The Research Analysts who were involved in the preparation of this Research Report hereby certify that: 

(1) the views and opinions expressed herein accurately reflect the Research Analysts’ personal views concerning 

any and all securities and issuers that are either discussed or are the subject matter of this Research Report; 

and 

(2) The compensation received for the preparation of this report was not related, in any way, to the Research 

Analysts’ views and opinions expressed herein. 

 

eResearch Analysts on this Report:  
 

Yuri Belinsky, B.A., M.A: Yuri Belinsky has extensive experience in equity research, with emphasis on mining 

and oil & gas companies. He had a successful track record in the capital markets in Ukraine, progressing from an 

analyst to the head of research for a team of 12 analysts. He also has experience as a portfolio manager. Mr. 

Belinsky has a B.A. in Economics and two MA degrees, in Public Administration and in Social Research and 

Evaluation. 

 

Bob Weir, B.Sc., B. Comm., CFA: Bob Weir has 45 years of investment research and analytical experience in 

both the equity and fixed-income sectors, and in the commercial real estate industry. He joined eResearch in 2004 

and has been its President, CEO, and Director of Research since May 2005. Prior to joining eResearch, Mr. Weir 

was at Dominion Bond Rating Service (DBRS), latterly as Executive Vice-President responsible for supervising 

the firm’s 34 analysts and conducting the day-to-day management affairs of the company.  

 
Analyst Affirmation: I, Yuri Belinsky, hereby state that, at the time of issuance of this research report, I directly 

own shares of Adex Mining. Inc.; and I, Bob Weir, hereby state that, at the time of issuance of this research report, 

I do not, directly or indirectly, own shares of Adex Mining Inc. 

 

eRESEARCH ANALYST GROUP 
 

Director of Research: Bob Weir, CFA 

 

Financial Services 

Robin Cornwell 

 

Life Sciences 

Scott Davidson 

Christopher Neuman 

 

Manufacturing and 

Industrial Products 

Energy 

Yuri Belinsky 

Eugene Bukoveczky 

 

Special Situations 

Bill Campbell 

Victor Sula 

 

 

Mining & Metals 

Yuri Belinsky 

Eugene Bukoveczky 

Stephen Mussart 

 

Mining Advisors 
George Cargill 

Graham Wilson 

 

Bill Campbell 

 

 

eResearch Disclaimer: In keeping with the policies of eResearch concerning its strict independence, all of the 

opinions expressed in this report, including the selection of the 12-month Target Price and the Recommendation 

(Buy-Hold-Sell) for the Company’s shares, are strictly those of eResearch, and are free from any influence or 
interference from any person or persons at the Company. In the preparation of a research report, it is the policy 

of eResearch to send a draft copy of the report, without divulging the Target Price or Recommendation or any 
reference to either in the text of the report, to the Company and to any third party that paid for the report to be 

written. Comments from Company management are restricted to correcting factual errors, and ensuring that 

there are no misrepresentations or confidential, non-public information contained in the report. eResearch, in its 

sole discretion, judges whether to include in its final report any of the suggestions made on its draft report. 
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eResearch Recommendation System 
 

Strong Buy:  Expected total return within the next 12 months is at least 40%. 

Buy:  Expected total return within the next 12 months is between 10% and 40%. 

Speculative Buy:  Expected total return within the next 12 months is substantial, but Risk is High (see below). 

Hold: Expected total return within the next 12 months is between 0% and 10%. 

Sell:  Expected total return within the next 12 months is negative. 

 

 

eResearch Risk Rating System 
 

A company may have some, but not necessarily all, of the following characteristics of a specific risk rating to qualify for that rating: 

 

High Risk:  Financial - Little or no revenue and earnings, limited financial history, weak balance sheet, negative free cash 

flows, poor working capital solvency, no dividends.  

 Operational - Weak competitive market position, early stage of development, unproven operating plan, high cost 

 structure, industry consolidating, business model/technology unproven or out-of-date. 

 

Medium Risk:  Financial - Several years of revenue and positive earnings, balance sheet in line with industry average, positive 

free cash flow, adequate working capital solvency, may or may not pay a dividend. 

 Operational - Competitive market position and cost structure, industry stable, business model/technology is well 

established and consistent with current state of industry. 

 

Low Risk:  Financial - Strong revenue growth and earnings over several years, stronger than average balance sheet, strong 

positive free cash flows, above average working capital solvency, company may pay (and stock may yield) 

substantial dividends or company may actively buy back stock. 

 Operational - Dominant player in its market, below average cost structure, company may be a consolidator, 

company may have a leading market/technology position. 

 

 

eResearch Disclosure Statement 
 

eResearch is engaged solely in the provision of equity research to the investment community. eResearch provides published 

research and analysis to its Subscribers on its website (www.eresearch.ca), and to the general investing public through its extensive 

electronic distribution network and through newswire agencies. With regards to distribution of its research material, eResearch 

makes all reasonable efforts to provide its publications, via e-mail, simultaneously to all of its Subscribers. 

 

eResearch does not manage money or trade with the general public, provides full disclosure of all fee arrangements, and adheres to 

the strict application of its Best Practices Guidelines. 

 

eResearch accepts fees from the companies it researches (the “Covered Companies”), and from financial institutions or other third 

parties. The purpose of this policy is to defray the cost of researching small and medium capitalization stocks which otherwise 

receive little or no research coverage.  

 

Adex Mining Inc. paid eResearch a fee of $20,000 + HST to have it conduct research on the Company on an Annual Continual 

Basis.  

 

To ensure complete independence and editorial control over its research, eResearch follows certain business practices and 

compliance procedures. For instance, fees from Covered Companies are due and payable prior to the commencement of research. 

Management of the Covered Companies are sent copies, in draft form without a Recommendation or a Target Price, of the Initiating 

Report and the Update Report prior to publication to ensure our facts are correct, that we have not misrepresented anything, and 

have not included any non-public, confidential information. At no time is management entitled to comment on issues of judgment, 

including Analyst opinions, viewpoints, or recommendations. All research reports must be approved, prior to publication, by 

eResearch’s Director of Research, who is a Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA). 

 

All Analysts are required to sign a contract with eResearch prior to engagement, and agree to adhere at all times to the CFA 

Institute Code of Ethics and Standards of Professional Conduct. eResearch Analysts are compensated on a per-report, per-company 

basis and not on the basis of his/her recommendations. Analysts are not allowed to accept any fees or other consideration from the 

companies they cover for eResearch. Analysts are allowed to trade in the shares, warrants, convertible securities or options of 

companies they cover for eResearch only under strict, specified conditions, which are no less onerous than the guidelines postulated 

by IIROC. Similarly, eResearch, its officers and directors, are allowed to trade in shares, warrants, convertible securities or options 

of any of the Covered Companies under identical restrictions. 
 

http://www.eresearch.ca/

